Closing and Escrow Accounting Production and Automation
Complete Closing Enterprise™ is the comprehensive Closing and Escrow Accounting production
component of RamQuest’s Complete Closing Solution™. The flexibility, functionality, and capability
it provides will help your business achieve cost-effective growth and gain the competitive edge you
need to continually increase efficiency and market-share.

OVERVIEW OF FEATURES

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

»»

Logical and intuitive interface. Users can be proficient with
Complete Closing Enterprise in two (2) days.

»»

Completely configurable. Solve all of your specific business
needs with custom application enhancements.

Complete Closing Enterprise™ provides the
foundation for RamQuest’s Complete Closing
Suite and offers a seamless integration to
PaperlessCloser™, FileScan Plus!™ and
Closing Market™.

»»

Free report writer (CCReports). Unlimited real-time reports.
This means you can run reports at any time to see an instant
status of workforce.

»»

File, order, and employee productivity tracking. Effectively
and accurately forecast while instantly identifying the strengths
and progress of your work force.

»»

Easily integrates with other applications. Reduce data entry.
Automatically populate information from LOS, or into financial
application.

»»

Built-in RTF Document Generator and Helper. Create custom
documents and eliminate the use and need to upgrade word
processing software.

»»

Regional security model. Security with full control. Ability to
isolate branch offices and fee attorneys from each other.

»»

Escrow accounting tools. Perform escrow accounting, maintain
multiple accounts, and reconcile bank statements.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
Closing Market is the component of RamQuest’s
Complete Closing Suite that enables automation
of your operation with a business-to-business,
system-to-system network, enabling title
companies, lenders, and settlement service
providers to order, exchange, and fulfill
title and settlement products and services
across a secure digital connection. Title
companies using Closing Market are easier
to do business with and have a competitive
advantage because they provide a greater level
of service in an efficient manner that helps
keep operations profitable and strengthens
customer relationships.

SPEED TECHNOLOGY™

Single
Point of
Entering &
Editing
Data

Maximize time and money
savings with the SPEED™ of
RamQuest! Engineered into
every product to promote
truly seamless integration,
a Single Point of Entering
& Editing Data ™ allows
solution wide updates
by keying information only
once.

Call RamQuest today at 800.542.5503 to schedule a FREE demonstration!
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